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This @UN international Day of Women & Girls in Science, Italy recognizes the importance of gender equity in STEM. Italy has a strong 
legacy of #WomenlnScience—from physicist Laura Bassi, the 1st woman to earn a science doctorate, to @AstroSamantha, the 1st 
Italian woman in space!

In 2022, #ltalian tire maker @Pirelli celebrates their 150th year in business!

You may know Pirelli as the supplier of the only regulated tires for @fl—the best of the best used by Italy's own @ScuderiaFerrari!

Students canl get enough of #ltaly ! In the 2019-20 school year, 214,175 students from the US studied Italian—up 14.6% from 2017- 
18. Globally, Italian is the fourth most studied language.

Hear why studying Italian opens doors for students in the US.

WomenlnScience

Post as a creative card 

Creative: Italian studies

[URL: https://www.youtube. 
com/watch?v=f!4cP0iZreY&t=1 s]

When Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79AD, volcanic ash, lapilli and pyroclastic flows engulfed the two flourishing Roman towns of Pompeii 
and Herculaneum, as well as several nearby villas. The volcano erupted right after noon, and by the next morning, the surrounding 
areas were covered in ash. The resulting archaeological sites are a @UNESCOWorldHeritage location including three different 
excavations that reveal perfectly preserved buildings, paved streets, and Roman artistry.

Pompeii, a commercial town, is the only archaeological site that shows a complete picture of life in ancient Rome. Temples, public 
bath complexes, theaters, and an amphitheater still stand as evidence of a vibrant society.

Herculaneum, a small resort town, boasts a higher level of preservation due to its closer proximity to Mount Vesuvius. The high heat 
of pyroclastic flows carbonized organic materials, uniquely preserving food, wooden furniture, and more.

Torre Annunziata contains two small villas, one a mantime residence and the other an agricultural hub. Both held wealthier citizens 
of the Roman Empire, and the well-preserved, decorated wall paintings provide a window into their lavish lives. This area was severely 
impacted by another Vesuvius eruption in 1634!

The Archaeological Areas of Pompei, Herculaneum, and Torre Annunziata were inscribed by @UNESCO in 1997, to honor and protect 
this unique testimony to a lost civilization.

Daniel Schild 
Frans Sellies 
Denis Schaal 
Jeremy Villasis 
Atlantide Phototravel

#unescoworldheritage #ltaly #UNESCO #italia #Pompeii #Herculaneum #TorreAnnunziata #explore fflravel #llikeltaly #love 
#MountVesuvius #79AD

Let’s team about the unique history stored in the Archaeological Areas of Pompeii, Herculaneum, and Torre Annunziata! 

: Lothar Schulz

[insert quiz sticker]

What are the villas in Torre Annunziata known for?

A) illusionistic frescos
B) suburban residences
C) saltmines & thermal complexes
D) all of the above! (correct)

: Oliviero Otivieri/robertharding

[insert creative]

: Jeremy Villasis

[insert quiz sticker]

How large is Pompeii's excavated area?

A) 29 hectares
B) 44 hectares (correct)
C) 86 hectares
D) 120 hectares

: Atlantide Phototravel

[insert creative]

[insert link: https://artsandculture.google.com/story/AwURHQ9k963oA] 

: Atlantide Phototravel

[add post to story]

Tap to learn more about this @UNESCOworldheritage site.

[Repost to story: https://www.instagram.eom/p/CZpiaF1L0gs/] 

... and check out even more views and facts from @UNESCO! 

[insert arrow gif]
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When Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79AD, volcanic ash, lapilli and pyroclastic flows engulfed the two flourishing Roman towns of Pompeii 
and Herculaneum, as well as several nearby villas. The volcano erupted right after noon, and by the next morning, the surrounding 
areas were covered in ash. The resulting archaeological sites are a (©UNESCO location including three different excavations that 
reveal perfectly preserved buildings, paved streets, and Roman artistry.

Pompeii, a commercial town, is the only archaeological site that shows a complete picture of life in ancient Rome. Temples, public 
bath complexes, theaters, and an amphitheater still stand as evidence of a vibrant society.

Herculaneum, a small resort town, boasts a higher level of preservation due to its closer proximity to Mount Vesuvius. The high heat 
of pyroclastic flows carbonized organic materials, uniquely preserving food, wooden furniture, and more.

Torre Annunziata contains two small villas, one a maritime residence and the other an agricultural hub. Both held wealthier citizens 
of the Roman Empire, and the well-preserved, decorated wall paintings provide a window into their lavish lives. This area was severely 
impacted by another Vesuvius eruption in 1634!

The Archaeological Areas of Pompei, Herculaneum, and Torre Annunziata were inscribed by @UNESCO in 1997, to honor and protect 
this unique testimony to a lost civilization.

Daniel Schild 
Frans Sellies 
Denis Schaal 
Jeremy Villasis 
Atlantide Phototravel

Congratulazioni to ©Pirelli for 150 years in business!

Fun fact: The brand supplies thousands of its ultra high-performance tires to all teams competing in @Formulal racing, including Italy's 
@ScuderiaFerrari—the team with the most F1 wins!

Students can't get enough of Italy! In the 2019-20 school year, 214,175 students from the United States studied Italian, a 14.6% 
increase from 2017-2018.

Globally, Italy is a destination country for student tourism. In the 2018-19 school year, 39,043 students from the United States traveled 
to Italy to study—the only country that received more US students was the United Kingdom.

Despite its complexity, Italian is the fourth most studied language in the world. Hear why studying Italian opens doors for students in 
the United States: https://wvAv,youtube,com/watch?v=fl4cP0iZreY8t=1s
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